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Motivation

n Why should we keep multiple copies of the
same data at different nodes?
n Allows data to be located close to its point of

use (reduce communication)

n Increase availability

n Tolerate faults



Related work

Every object has a primary site which
assumes responsibility for update

n Simple but inflexible

No  primary site

n Complex but flexible

n Keep all copies up to date by
sending communication messages



Contribution

a new algorithm for the maintenance
of replicated files

nNo primary site
nNo need to keep all copies up to

date
nUse voting to ensure an up-to-date

version



Files and Containers

n A file is logically an array of bytes that can be
created, deleted, read, and written.

n Containers are storage repositories for files;
such as disk drives.



Transactions and Serial Consistency

n A transaction hides concurrency by making it
appear to its file operations that there is no other
activity in the system. (Serial consistency)

n Transactions are:
n Atomic
n Recoverable
n Durable

n A transaction starts with Trans. Begin And ends
by either Trans.Commit or Trans.Abort



File suite

n A ‘file’ that is realized by a collection of copies,
which we call representatives

n Treated like an ordinary file (File.Read,
File.Write, and File.Delete)

n When a file suite is created, a description of
its configuration must be supplied,



The “configuration” of a file suite

n V: an array of (ContainerID, voteWeight)
n ContainerID: where a copy exists
n voteWeight: the weight of this site in voting

n r: the number of required votes to read from
the file

n w: the number of required votes to write into
the file

w+r > the sum of all voteWeights assigned to
the file in order to get an up-to-date copy



Example 1

n Replication to enhance performance not reliability

n Rep2 and 3 are local fast copies

n Must read and write Rep1

n Reading Rep2 or Rep3 is just to speed processing
and may be invalidated by reading from Rep1



Example 2

n Replication to enhance reliability
n Rep 1 is local server
n Rep2 and 3 are remote copies
n Must write Rep1 and one remote server
n Reading can be done from local server only
n If local server fails, operate in read-only mode



Example 3

n Replication to enhance availability

n Read from any server

n Write to all servers

n Example: system directory



Algorithm

n Every copy of a replicated file is assigned
some number of votes.

n Every transaction collects a read quorum of r
votes to read a file, and a write quorum of w
votes to write a file

n r+ w is greater than the total number of votes
assigned to the file to have a current copy.

n Version numbers make it possible to
determine which copies are current.



Properties

n It continues to operate correctly with
inaccessible copies

n It consists of a small amount of extra
machinery that runs on top of a transactional
file system.

n no complicated message based coordination
mechanisms are needed.

n It provides serial consistency
n By manipulating r, w, administrator can alter

the file's performance and reliability
characteristics.



Weak representatives

n Local temporary copies are weak
representative

n They have a zero vote

n They will not changed the required quorum

n They speed up processing

n Their answer can be invalidated later by other
votes

n A recovery technique is required

n See example 1



Lock compatibility

n A transaction is suspended if it attempts to
set a lock that is incompatible

n Long periods of delay

n Transactions may be timed out and aborted



Lock compatibility (cont’d)

n Writes are buffered until commit time

n A read following a write will receive the write's
data



Lower degrees of consistency

n Lower degrees of consistency are possible

n Name lookup can be conducted with lower
degree of consistency

n Setting r to be 0 corresponds to "give me the
latest version you can find, but I don't care if it
isn't fresh".



Size of replicated copy

n a data base manager might choose to
replicate relations, tuples, or indexes.

n Each replicated object requires a version
number.

n The size of an object that is replicated should
be chosen to match the needs of an intended
application.



Updating representatives in the
background

n When there is a surplus in the communication
capacity, update obsolete representatives in
the background



Implementation

n The algorithm is implemented in the context
of a simple decentralized data management
system called Violet

n Violet is a distributed calendar system which
provides simple relational views of personal
and public calendars.

n The file system is composed of cooperating
servers that provide a decentralized
transactional file system.



Conclusions

n A new algorithm for the maintenance of
replicated data is presented

n The introduction of weighted voting allows file
suites to be synthesized with desired
properties

n Serial consistency is guaranteed

n The proposed algorithm is implemented
within the Violet system


